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Frequency instabilities are a major source of errors in quantum devices. This Letter investigates frequency
fluctuations in a surface acoustic wave (SAW) resonator, where reflection coefficients of 14 SAW modes are
measured simultaneously for more than 7 h. We report two distinct noise characteristics. Multimode frequency
noise caused by interactions with two-level system (TLS) defects shows significant degrees of correlation that
diminish with increased detuning. This finding agrees with the current understanding of the parasitic TLS
behavior as one of the dominant noise sources in quantum devices. In addition to the TLS-induced noise,
we observe strong anomalous frequency fluctuations with slow, anticorrelated dynamics. These noise bursts
resemble signatures of cosmic radiation observed in superconducting quantum systems.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.109.L241301

Decoherence in quantum devices leads to quantum infor-
mation loss and limits their performance [1,2]. A number
of decoherence channels have been identified, including var-
ious types of parasitic two-level systems (TLSs) [3,4] and
quasiparticles [5]. Quasiparticle generation can be induced by
stray infrared light [6] and cosmic radiation [7], while TLS
defects inducing loss and noise reside in the circuit [8,9]. Over
long timescales, these noise sources impact the stability of
device parameters [2,3,10], necessitating frequent calibration
or additional mitigation measures [11,12]. In the past decades,
significant enhancement in the coherence of superconducting
devices has been achieved by improved microwave engineer-
ing [13], circuit design [14], fabrication methods [15], and
materials [16]. In spite of these developments, decoherence
remains a significant issue. A better understanding of noise
processes is important in order to mitigate decoherence mech-
anisms and advance the development of solid state quantum
processors.
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In this Letter, we use a multifrequency signal (a frequency
comb) to simultaneously probe frequency fluctuations in
14 modes of a surface acoustic wave (SAW) resonator at
cryogenic temperatures. Tracking the reflection coefficient
of the SAW resonator for more than 7 h, we observe that
there are two dominant noise processes taking place in the
device. We further investigate the noise correlations and their
characteristics.

Two-level system defects residing at dielectric surfaces and
interfaces of superconducting circuits have been considered a
central problem causing frequency fluctuations and significant
energy dissipation [4,8,17]. Despite many attempts in the past
decades [9], TLS-induced loss and noise remain persistent
issues in superconducting quantum processors. Although the
microscopic nature of TLSs is not well understood, the stan-
dard tunneling model (STM) [9,18,19] has been successfully
used as a framework for understanding the TLS interaction
with quantum circuits. The STM predicts power-dependent
losses and temperature-dependent resonance frequency shifts
due to the direct coupling between quantum devices and co-
herent TLSs, which have transition energies larger than kBT .
In addition to coherent TLSs there are thermal fluctuators,
two-level systems with sufficiently low transition energies to
be thermally activated at millikelvin temperatures. A direct
interaction between TLSs is a significant effect not accounted
for by the STM [8,20,21]. When coherent TLSs couple
with surrounding thermal fluctuators, they are subject to a
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continuous time-dependent energy shift, known as spectral
diffusion [22]. While undergoing spectral diffusion, they can
couple dispersively to quantum devices, resulting in a fre-
quency drift that translates into phase noise [23,24].

TLSs couple to both electromagnetic [4] and strain fields
[25]. Their behaviors have been studied using supercon-
ducting qubits [4,21], microwave resonators [26,27], and
mechanical resonators [28–30]. A study of a surface acoustic
wave (SAW) device at cryogenic temperature reveals that
energy losses are caused by the coupling to parasitic TLSs
[31]. Further two-tone spectroscopy of TLSs using a SAW res-
onator shows that TLSs dominate the losses [29], suggesting
the potential of SAW resonators for investigating TLSs. Due
to the slow propagation, the SAW wavelength is smaller than
the electromagnetic wavelength by five orders of magnitude at
the same frequency. This characteristic allows SAW resonant
structures to accommodate many resonant frequencies in a
compact design.

Here, we exploit multiple resonance modes of the SAW
resonator to probe frequency noise caused by TLSs at
many different frequencies simultaneously. According to the
Jaynes-Cummings model [32], the resonance frequency of a
resonator f , which is dispersively coupled to an individual
TLS, is given by

f = fr + g2

fr − fTLS
σ̂z, (1)

where σ̂z is the Pauli spin operator acting on the TLS, and
g represents the TLS-resonator coupling strength. The res-
onance frequency of the bare resonator and the TLS are
denoted by fr and fTLS, respectively. In most realistic cases,
the resonator interacts with a TLS ensemble with a frequency
distribution spanning the resonator bandwidth. The effective
frequency shift is the sum of the dispersive shifts contributed
by all the individual TLSs. Due to their small wavelengths
and high wave numbers, SAW modes are close to each other
in frequency and have a large overlap in real space. Thus,
all modes interact with the same physical TLS ensemble,
however, with slightly different detuning. Therefore, the mul-
timode frequency noise in a SAW resonator is expected to
be correlated. Additionally, the degree of correlation should
depend on the detuning, as suggested by Eq. (1).

In superconducting devices, cosmic rays and other sources
of radiation can generate high-energy phonons [33–35]. These
phonons break Cooper pairs, leading to an increased kinetic
inductance of the superconducting material and associated
resonance frequency shifts [36]. A recent study on super-
conducting granular aluminum resonators shows that ionizing
radiation due to high-energy cosmic rays creates phonons
that in turn generate quasiparticle bursts, resulting in reso-
nance frequency shifts and reduced quality factors [37]. This
effect has also been observed in transmon qubits with short-
ened relaxation and dephasing times as a result [7,38,39].
Direct measurements of rare events which were attributed to
cosmic rays have also been observed in gravitational wave
experiments [40–42]. The frequency noise caused by ionizing
radiation can be suppressed by the use of a phonon absorber
[43], radiation shielding, and conducting experiments at a
deep-underground facility [37].

Our SAW resonator, fabricated on a piezoelectric GaAs
substrate, has two Bragg mirrors, located 1440 µm apart. Each
mirror has 800 fingers. An interdigital transducer (IDT) is
placed at the center of the cavity, serving as both the input and
output port. The IDT has a split-finger design with 50 periods
of 1.2 µm, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) [29]. The device supports
14 resonance modes within the frequency range from 2.37 to
2.40 GHz. The free spectral range between each mode is ap-
proximately 2 MHz. The characteristics of the SAW resonator
are shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). The resonance linewidths are
between 18 and 32 kHz. We extract the resonator parameters
based on the expression for the reflection coefficient [44],

S11( f ) = −ae−i(π−θ )

⎡
⎢⎣1 − 2(QL/QC )eiφ0

1 + 2iQL

(
f − fr

fr

)
⎤
⎥⎦, (2)

where f is the probe frequency and the parameter a is an
amplitude scaling coefficient. A phase shift due to cable delay
is denoted by θ . The loaded quality factor and the external
quality factor are represented by QL and QC , respectively. An
impedance mismatch is accounted for by the parameter φ0. We
drive the SAW resonator continuously so that the estimated
number of phonons is approximately 1000. The probe fre-
quencies are defined from the resonance frequencies extracted
from the resonator profile in Fig. 1(b) using Eq. (2), such that
the phase response is maximally sensitive to frequency shifts.

For this device, the quality factors are slightly different
for each frequency, as shown in Fig. 1(d). We measure the
SAW resonator in the overcoupled regime, where Qi > QC .
We measure resonance frequency fluctuations by tracking the
amplitude and phase response while driving 14 modes of the
SAW resonator simultaneously for 2.6 × 104 s, approximately
7 h and 15 min. Additionally, we apply a control tone at
2.41 GHz, off resonant with every SAW mode. This control
tone is used as a reference for the signal fluctuations due to
other sources in the environment. For details in experimental
setup, see Supplemental Material [45]. The long measurement
duration is used in order to capture any TLS telegraphic
switching. The rates for such events have been observed to
be in the range of 75 µHz–2 mHz [2]. We calculate the fre-
quency from the measured reflection coefficient S11 using the
parameters extracted from the resonance profile in Fig. 1(b)
and Eq. (2).

The time traces in Fig. 2(a) show resonance frequency
fluctuations of the 14 different modes within the resonator
band of 2.37–2.40 GHz. We observe a baseline of frequency
fluctuations with uniform amplitude, superimposed with occa-
sional striking large-amplitude fluctuations. There are “quiet”
time windows where only small fluctuations are present. For
instance, in the time window highlighted in Fig. 2(b), there
are no burst events. The noise amplitude is small, 50 Hz on
average, compared to the largest fluctuation of 20 kHz. There
is no obvious relationship between fluctuations in different
modes. For a device having a small mode volume, we would
expect to see a clear telegraphic shift caused by an individual
TLS [24]. In contrast, our SAW resonator has a large mode
volume. Thus, we can observe frequency drifts resulting from
many weakly-coupled TLSs, which makes telegraphic fea-
tures indistinct.
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FIG. 1. (a) Dimensions of the SAW resonator used in this study
(not to scale). The mirrors and the IDT are fabricated from aluminum
patterned on a GaAs substrate. The shorted Bragg mirrors have 800
fingers each. The IDT has a split-finger design with 50 periods
of 1.2 µm. (b) The reflection measurement of the SAW resonator,
showing the 14 resonance modes lying between the frequency of 2.37
and 2.40 GHz. The indices represent mode numbers arranged from
the lowest to the highest frequency of the resonator stop band. (c) The
fitted magnitude and phase of resonance mode 2 highlighted by the
red box in the top figure. The quality factors are extracted using
Eq. (2). (d) SAW mode quality factors. The coupling coefficient QC

ranges from 1.2 × 105 to 2.0 × 105 and the internal quality factor Qi

varies from 2.0 × 105 to 2.5 × 105.

We also observe time windows with large fluctuation
features. These noise bursts appear randomly in our measure-
ments separated in time by minutes or hours, as shown in
Figs. 2(c)–2(e). In these periods, we recognize similar features
in all traces, indicating significant correlations between them.
Figure 2(c) shows a series of substantial frequency shifts
followed by a relaxation tail. The shifts are negative in the low
mode numbers. Their magnitude reduces as the mode number
increases. Above mode 10, the frequency shift changes sign
to positive, while the magnitude grows as the mode number
increases further.

Figure 2(d) presents frequency noise with a large ampli-
tude. At 4:48:35 h, we observe a frequency increase followed
by a relaxation tail. This feature superimposes with a different
frequency shift, which has a weaker amplitude and can be ei-
ther positive or negative. While the burst event shows positive
shifts in all modes, this second event has a negative sign in
the first nine modes. Above mode 10, both shifts are positive,
resulting in anomalously high amplitudes, on the order of a
few kilohertz. In Fig. 2(e), we can see the characteristic of
the noise of the second kind, where the magnitude gradually
changes and switches signs. The magnitude of fluctuations
decreases with increasing mode number before the frequency
shift becomes positive, similar to the features observed in
Fig. 2(c).

To determine the relationship between the frequency noise
in different modes i and j, we compute the correlation coeffi-
cients Ci j , which is given by

Ci j = 〈� fi� f j〉√〈
� f 2

i

〉〈
� f 2

j

〉 , (3)

where 〈 〉 denotes the expectation value. Figure 3(a) illus-
trates the correlation matrix of the frequency noise calculated
from the entire measurement (7 h and 15 min). The fre-
quency noise correlation reduces with increasing detuning,
i.e., modes closer in frequency show stronger correlations
than far-detuned modes. As suggested by Eq. (1), at a given
frequency fr , a TLS far from resonance contributes to the
frequency noise less than a near-resonant TLS. Furthermore,
we obtain negative correlations at a certain detuning, implying
that two modes have frequency shifts in opposite directions.
This result is not surprising, given that many large frequency
shifts shown in Figs. 2(c)–2(e) explicitly show opposite signs.

Based on the STM, the anticorrelated noise bursts are not
likely to be induced by TLSs. Under a continuous drive,
near-resonant TLSs in the ground state can be excited by
the SAW field. If TLSs are saturated, they do not contribute
to resonance frequency shifts [29]. Thus, saturating TLSs in
a specific part of the frequency spectrum will result in an
effect similar to the removal of TLSs and their associated
dispersive shift, pushing neighboring SAW modes toward the
saturated region. The modes that are positively detuned from
the saturated TLSs will experience negative frequency shifts,
while those that are negatively detuned from the saturated
TLSs will have positive shifts. Therefore, we would expect an-
ticorrelated frequency shifts for the modes on opposite sides.
Such frequency shifts caused by saturating TLSs are in the
reverse direction to the results observed in our measurements.
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FIG. 2. (a) Normalized time traces of SAW resonance frequency fluctuations of the resonator mode 1 up to mode 14. All traces are
measured simultaneously for approximately 7 h and 15 min. The traces are vertically shifted for better visualization. Bottom panel: Time
traces in specific time windows highlighted by gray boxes in the top panel. (b) The resonance frequencies in the “quiet” time window where
fluctuations are small. Note that the traces are shifted by a different proportion from (a). (c)–(e) The frequency noise in these time windows
shows additional burst events superimposed with the TLS-induced noise. (See discussion in the main text.)

According to Eq. (1), the dispersive interaction between
a resonator and a ground-state TLS will shift frequencies
away from each other. These frequency shifts will give rise
to negative correlation coefficients, which are similar to the
effects observed in our experiment. Anticorrelated frequency
noise could arise from the sudden appearance or elimination
of TLSs at specific frequencies, and such “scrambling” of
the TLS distribution has been observed with superconducting
qubits [46]. That process, however, does not show the slow
relaxation of mode frequencies observed here and is not con-
sistent with stronger anticorrelations between further-detuned
modes.

Considering the frequency noise only in a quiet period,
we do not observe clear negative correlations, as shown in
Fig. 3(b). From the correlation matrices, we can calculate the
average correlation as a function of detuning between modes.
Figure 3(c) shows that the correlation coefficients between all
pairs of modes show a smooth variation. In the quiet time
window, the noise correlation reduces from unity to zero. For
the full time trace, the correlation switches its sign when the
detuning exceeds 18 MHz. The diminishing positive correla-
tion characteristic agrees with our current understanding of

the TLS interaction. However, this mechanism cannot explain
the anticorrelations during the burst periods.

We further perform a frequency domain analysis by cal-
culating the noise power spectral density S f . We consider
the standard power-law noise, where the noise spectrum is
expressed by [47]

S f ( f ) = h−1

f
+ h0. (4)

Here, h−1 and h0 denote the 1/ f and the white noise level,
respectively. The power spectral density (PSD) of the fre-
quency noise in mode 8 is plotted in Fig. 4. The PSD
calculated from the quiet time window exhibits a 1/ f char-
acteristic, which is anticipated for the TLS-induced frequency
noise [48]. For the full trace, where the frequency bursts are
present, the PSD at low frequencies is one order of magni-
tude higher than that of the quiet window, indicating that the
anomalous frequency fluctuations dominate in this frequency
range. See Supplemental Material for the time-domain analy-
sis [45]. We fit a sum of 1/ f and Lorentzian frequency noise
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FIG. 3. (a) The matrix showing the correlation coefficients of the
frequency noise measured for 7 h and 15 min, shown in Fig. 2(a).
Note that the correlation diminishes and becomes negative when the
pair of modes is far detuned. (b) The correlation matrix calculated
from the quiet time window shown in Fig. 2(b). For this specific
period, the correlations between modes still manifest a diminishing
trend. However, we no longer observe clear negative correlations
between modes. (c) Averaged correlation coefficients as a function
of detuning calculated from the whole time trace (blue) and the
quiet window (black). For the correlations of the full time trace,
the sign of the correlation switches from positive to negative when
the detuning is approximately 18 MHz. Note that the plot is symmet-
ric as Ci j = Cji.

FIG. 4. Noise power spectral density of the frequency fluctu-
ations in mode 8 calculated from the entire trace and from the
quiet time window only (approximately 400 s long). The lines rep-
resent the fitted power-law noise model [Eq. (4)] and the sum of
the power-law noise and the Lorentzian noise model [Eq. (4) +
Eq. (5)].

PSD( f ) = SL( f ) + S f ( f ), where

SL( f ) = 4A2τ0

1 + (2π f τ0)2
. (5)

Here, A and τ0 are the Lorentzian noise amplitude and
the characteristic timescale, respectively. With this model,
we obtain the Lorentzian noise amplitude A = 53.12 Hz,
the Lorentzian characteristic time τ0 = 1.22 s, the 1/ f noise
power h−1 = 145.0 Hz2, whereas the white noise level is
negligible. The characteristic time falls in the range of the
characteristic time of relaxation tails 1.2–3.0 s, observed
in the time traces in Fig. 2. This fit does not capture the
steep rolloff of the PSD at higher frequencies, indicating a
non-Lorentzian spectrum of the slow frequency excursions.
Our analysis in both time and frequency domains suggests
that the frequency noise cannot be purely induced by TLSs
and the large fluctuations are caused by an additional noise
source.

As shown in Fig. 2, frequency noise anomalies have an
abrupt change followed by a relaxation tail. This characteris-
tic resembles the effect of ionizing radiation in high-kinetic
inductance superconducting devices caused by cosmic rays
[37]. In that case, the long-time transient effects are due
to long recombination times of quasiparticles above the su-
perconducting gap, a mechanism absent in our mechanical
resonator. The expected flux of high-energy cosmic muons is
around 10 per hour across the chip cross section [7,37,49],
a rate consistent with our data, although there is no obvious
interaction mechanism. An ionization event induced by radia-
tion could lead to the generation of electron-hole pairs which
get trapped in deep-level defects with long relaxation times
similar to the timescale of observed fluctuations [50,51]. The
correlations of the frequency noise between different modes
vary smoothly with detuning and show a uniform behavior
where the signs of frequency excursions are consistent across
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different events. This suggests a geometrical effect arising
from the spatial distribution of a single or small number of
defects and the acoustic field variation with mode number.
Further investigation is necessary in order to pin down the
origin of anticorrelated fluctuations.

In conclusion, we have reported two distinctive noise
processes in a surface acoustic wave resonator. There is
TLS-induced noise, showing diminishing correlations with
increased detuning and a noise spectral density with 1/ f
characteristics. This noise signature provides additional ev-
idence for TLSs as the origin of phase noise in quantum
devices. The correlated nature of phase noise suggests that
quantum information encoded in different modes of the same
resonator undergo reduced relative dephasing. In the presence
of TLS noise, a multimode quantum memory may therefore
provide improved preservation of entanglement compared to
physically separated modes. Additionally, we observe anoma-
lous frequency fluctuations, whose origins are not clear but
show some resemblance to the previously observed impact
of cosmic radiation. Our multimode probe scheme reveals

striking negative correlations in these fluctuations, whose
noise power spectral densities are approximately represented
by a Lorentzian noise model.

The data generated and analyzed in this study are available
upon reasonable request.
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